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ASP.NET by ExampleQue, 2001
ASP developers need to understand how ASP.NET can help them solve business problems better than any prior product.  ASP.NET by Example is designed to provide a "crash course" on ASP.NET and quickly help the reader start using this new technology. As part of the By Example series, this book approaches ASP.NET in an easy-to-use tutorial...
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The Secret Language of Money: How to Make Smarter Financial Decisions and Live a Richer LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2009
If money were about math,    none of us would be carrying any debt.
The numbers are simple. What’s complicated    is what we do with money. We use    money to soothe our feelings and buy respect,    to show how much we care or how    little. We don’t simply earn, save, and    spend money: we flirt with it, crave it,...
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Pauline Frommer's San Francisco (Pauline Frommer Guides)Frommers, 2008

	Spend less, see more. This is the philosophy behind Pauline Frommer’s guides. Written by travel expert Pauline Frommer (who is also the daughter of Arthur Frommer), and her team of hand-picked writers, these guides show how to truly experience a culture, meet locals, and save money along the way.


	• Industry secrets on...
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Creating Flat Design WebsitesPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design and develop your own flat design websites in HTML with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn what flat design is and how you can create your own flat design projects
	
		Discover how to create flat designs without losing any functionality or ease of use.
	
		Learn how to develop...
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eBay Hacks, 2nd Edition: Tips & Tools for Bidding, Buying, and SellingO'Reilly, 2005
Whatever you call it--an online auction house, the world's largest flea market, or a vast social experiment--no metaphor completely describes the huge trading community that is eBay. Underneath it all, eBay is also a computer program and a complex socio-economic system, requiring experience, finesse, and the right tools to master.
 			
...
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Professional Visual Studio ExtensibilityWrox Press, 2008
Professional Visual Studio Extensibility
    Are you ready to extend the capabilities of Visual Studio to become more efficient and productive? Whether you want to integrate optimized builds, enhanced programming tools, or other rapid application development features, this unique resource shows you how to develop customized...
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The Tao of Chemistry and Life: A Scientific JourneyOxford University Press, 2009
As most writers will testify, writing a book entails a fair amount of hard work. It follows that one needs a reason for undertaking the task in the first place. The easiest motivation to understand for writing a book, and perhaps the most common one, is the desire for monetary reward. I do not know what inspired J. K. Rowling to write her...
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Twitter Power: How to Dominate Your Market One Tweet at a TimeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
   Praise for twitterpower    

    "As a forward-thinking entrepreneur, it's clear to me that Twitter is a must-use for any smart businessperson online. Joel Comm's Twitter Power is the must-read guide defining how to leverage the power of this incredible tool to brand and increase sales in an increasingly competitive...
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The Global Money MarketsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The Global Money Markets is the ultimate and most comprehensive guide to the world's money markets and the products that make up this vital element of the global economy. Written in a clear, accessible style, and including the most up-to-date information, this book is a great resource for all finance professionals, including market traders,...
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Best Android AppsO'Reilly, 2010

	
		You can choose from thousands of apps to make your Android device do just about anything you can think of -- and probably a few things you'd never imagine. There are so many Android apps available, in fact, that it's been difficult to find the best of the bunch -- until now.

	
		Best Android Apps leads you...
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The Principles of Successful FreelancingSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2008

	
		Thinking about becoming your own boss and embarking on the wonderful and rewarding journey of freelancing? The Principles of Successful Freelancing is for you. In this easy-to follow guide you'll learn what's important in transforming your skills into a booming freelance business.

		

		This book leads you...
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How to Write a Business PlanNolo, 2007

	Everything you need to create a business forecast that potential investors can embrace!

	

	Thinking of starting a business or raising money to expand an existing one? This popular book will show you how to write the business plan and loan package necessary to finance your business and make it work.

	

	With...
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